artisan.cs.rutgers.edu -- Yellow_ink_usage

4 Hours (20.06.20 22:01 - 21.06.20 2:01)
Datasource Yellow_ink_usage

artisan.cs.rutgers.edu -- Yellow_ink_usage

25 Hours (20.06.20 1:01 - 21.06.20 2:01)
Datasource Yellow_ink_usage

artisan.cs.rutgers.edu -- Yellow_ink_usage

One Week (13.06.20 19:01 - 21.06.20 2:01)
Datasource Yellow_ink_usage
artisan.cs.rutgers.edu -- Yellow_ink_usage
One Month (20.05.20 2:01 - 21.06.20 2:01)
Datasource Yellow_ink_usage

artisan.cs.rutgers.edu -- Yellow_ink_usage
One Year (07.06.19 2:01 - 21.06.20 2:01)
Datasource Yellow_ink_usage